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"DAFR is a virtual masterpiece by the former Dream Theater keyboardist, a multi-layered creation of

sound and tone, oblique lyrics and ambient passages that will have you scratching your head in wonder

for days after listening to it.." - Buzz Kuts 9 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop, ROCK: Progressive

Rock Details: DEAD AIR FOR RADIOS (1998) was the first of three releases to date by Chroma Key AKA

Kevin Moore All three Chroma Key releases to date have been self-produced recorded in Moore's home

studios, the location of which changes album to album. After leaving Dream Theater in 1996, Moore

relocated to Santa Fe, New Mexico, where much of the first album, 1998's Dead Air for Radios was

written. 2000's You Go Now was written and recorded in Los Angeles, right before another move to Costa

Rica, where Moore lived for 3 years. In Costa Rica he began writing and recording ideas for a new

Chroma Key album, during the day producing a bi-weekly, activist, musical radio program for Radio for

Peace International, a short wave station based in San Jose. Last year Moore released a compilation of

the program - a mix of original music and politically volatile spoken word recordings - as a downloadable

album on chromakeyas The Memory Hole 1. Long distance Memory Hole collaborator (and fellow CalArts

graduate) Theron Patterson was teaching film and doing his own radio show in Istanbul when he invited

Moore to visit and collaborate on a show last year. Soon after, Moore relocated to Istanbul and the pair

began collaborating on new material for the weekly radio show Music Lab. Moore was also commissioned

to score Turkey's first horror film, and the resulting soundtrack Ghost Book was released by InsideOut

earlier this year.
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